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1: Introduction: the existing situation of SCADA 

system/software and their vulnerabilities
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Official Security Alerts
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• ICS-CERT alerts that the industrial control systems are not 

100% secure, so the operators should thoroughly audit their 

networks.

• Search to identify

Internet facing control

systems.

• Public posting of IP

address of ICS devices.

• Organizations

• DoE, DHS, GAO

• NIST, FERC, NERC



Vulnerabilities in SCADA
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• SCADA vulnerabilities, ease of attack and impact

*Source from NSTB (National SCADA Test Bed) Report 2006
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More Sophisticated Attacks
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• Process Swapping in iFix Control

Task / process management

Database 1 Database 2

Manipulated 

Process

Write Read Move

iFix Control

ProcessesAttacker

Copy of 

Database 1

Copy

Copy

API



2: Model-driven, behavior learning for SCADA 

software vulnerability assessment
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Objective
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• Existing challenges in software vulnerability detection industry.

• Not easy to test or statically analyze the pre-existing software

components with vulnerabilities.

• Not a scalable testing method

• Vulnerabilities that might be germane to interactions between the

components that are not localized in one component

 We propose to utilize machine learning 

techniques based on learning automata to 

discover/learn software component 

interface behaviors and then utilize them 

to synthesis specific wrappers to thwart 

any interactions that could enable an 

attacker to exploit any vulnerabilities.



Methodology
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• Abstract models for components with essential interface behaviors
captured.

• In some cases, static analysis techniques cannot be directly applied
for example, some components are often available only as 
executables.

• The solution for this issue is building hypothesized finite state models 
for the component and rendering the black box into grey box.

• Main functions of the hypothesized automaton:

• Model the behavioral interface

• Capture vulnerabilities that may exist in the original component.

• Create composed larger system models

• Once we detect the vulnerabilities, model-based wrapper generation 
methods would allow the component to only react to safe input 
scenarios.



Active Learning Automata
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• Active learning automata is a process that alters between a 

“testing" phase for completing the transitions relation of the 

model aggregated from the observed behavior, and an 

equivalence checking phase

• The first phase incrementally constructs a model of the system

• The second phase is used to check if the constructed model so 

far captures all the possible behaviors of the original executable. 

• If the checking results are “No”, it provides a counter example, 

which is a trace of a behavior that shows the distinction between 

the learned automata so far, and the original system.

• The learned automata us is treated as a ‘hypothesis testing’ 

which is done via methods of testing.
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Implemented Learning Automata
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• Recent work by Steffen, el, 2011, they introduced mealy 

machine models as the target model in order to capture 

reactivity, and to learn some of the state transitions that are 

specific to input processing.

• One critical question is how detailed the learned mealy machine 

state structure should be depends on how far into the interface 

behavior one wants to capture.

• If we can build enough depth in the state transitions on specific 

inputs, one can capture problems such as buffer overflow.



Meta-model Creation & wrapper synthesis
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• Once a hypothesis has been considered to pass the test, we 

would create meta-model of the component in our existing meta-

modeling based tool, and generate wrapper that would disallow 

inputs that could trigger unintended behavior, and there by 

thwarting any attacks based on that specific vulnerability.

Original System

Meta-Model
System Model



Model-Driven Engineering
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• Modeling of the system and its 

environment from multiple, 

interacting aspects;

• Automated synthesis of design 

models to accelerate the 

modeling process;

• Analysis of the system using 

analysis/simulation tools, which 

may necessitate model 

transformations;

• Generation of the executable 

system using generator tools 

(that map models into 

implementation domain artifacts)

Domain-specific 
Metamodel Greation

Domain-specific 
Models

Model Analysis System Synthesis

Code Generation, 
Integration

System Deployment 
and Execution

Domain-Specific 
Environment



Defining a DSML
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L = < C, A, S, MS, MC>

Language component Sign Explanation

Concrete Syntax C Notation for representing models
 Using the elements of MetaGME: UML extended with 

stereotypes and OCL

Abstract Syntax A Ontology
 The (important) concepts of a domain and their relations

Parsing Mc Mapping the concepts of A to the concepts of C
 Creating the concepts in A by using the concepts available 

in MetaGME

Semantic Domain S Semantics describes meaning of the models
 There can be multiple valid semantics

Semantic Mapping Ms Mapping the concepts of A to S
 Usually means writing an interpreter using GME’s 

BON/MON interfaces to traverse the models

* According to the definition of GME



Generic Modeling Environment (GME)
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Meta-Model based Software Synthesis
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Understand the Domain-

specific Systems

Design the Meta-model

Create the Application 

Model

Interpreter Design

Define Constraints with 

Interpreter



Meta-Model based Software Synthesis
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Define Constraints with 

Interpreter

Synthesis of Configuration 

information or Model 

Transition

Invoke Other Tools to 

Execute the Generated 

Models

Get Simulation Result or 

Executable code

Model synthesis in the compositional 

modeling framework can be formulated 

as a search problem: given a set of {M1, 

M2, ... , Mk}, and a set of composition 

operators, how to select an Md = 

Mi||Mj…||Mt design such that a set of 

{P1d, P2d, …, Pkd} properties for Md are 

satisfied



Summary
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 Develop active automata learning methods targeted to construct models 

that specifically models the behavior of the component in response to 

inputs that are hypothesized to be problematic.

 Building hypothesized finite state models would provide visibility into 

the component.

 The proposed hypothesized finite state models can model the 

behavioral interface, and capture vulnerabilities that may exist in the 

original component.

 Once vulnerabilities are detected, , wrapper generation using our 

algorithms would allow the component to only react to safe input 

scenarios, hence mitigating some of the vulnerabilities



4:Static Analysis Techniques for SCADA 

Components for ICS Security
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Objective
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• Code replacement attack by internal employees or phishing attacks

or other means of code injection has been known to be a vector for

cyber-attacks. Technical method: buffer overflow, SQL injection,

etc.

• We are propose to use statically analyzing techniques to

investigate the legitimate control program, and constructing an

omega-regular language based timing signature, which can then

be periodically checked on the running components to distinguish a

replaced component from the original component.

• The time signature based omegar-regular language was originally

proposed by Alur, et, al in the context of real-time communication

scheduling.

• In this project, we plan to take the idea further into the arena of

guarding against cyber-attacks on real-time industrial systems.



Time-triggered Resource Scheduling
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Automata Based Interfaces
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• Generalization of the periodic interface

• Automaton  (regular language) for each component 

• Specifying allowed patterns of resource allocations 

• Running components can be represented by timing signature 

based automaton



Automata Based Interfaces
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• Infinite schedules specified using Buchi automata

• Example specs:

• Component must get at least 2 slots in a window of 5 

• Eventually component must get every alternate slot 

• Periodic: (k 0’s . 1) *

• Omega-regular languages is the infinite word version of regular 

languages, that is recognized by Buchi automata.



Composing Specs
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• Composition : Rename followed by intersection (product)

Schedulability Test: Check if composition of all specs is nonempty

* From “Interfaces for control components” by Rajeev Alur, 

University of Pennsylvania. Invited talk at Virginia Tech, Nov 2011



Analyzing stability with resource scheduling
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Methodology
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• The original code that runs on a SCADA network as one of the 

control loops could be characterized by statically analyzing the 

source code.

• Then, periodically, the running executing code could be calibrated 

against that characterization.

• Two challenge problems:

• What is the right characterization of the code?

• How to calibrate against the known characterization if you do not have 

the source code of the executing entity?

• We claim to use the omega regular language to describe the 

scheduling patterns of the investigated control systems.

• The omega regular language is constituted by using Buchi automata 

which describe the scheduling patterns as infinitely sequences.



Differences with existing methods
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• Instead of using characterization of various permissible access 

patterns of the shared bus for scheduling analysis, we propose 

to use it as a timing signature.

• Normally, an injected replacement component will differ in the 

timing behavior in order to disrupt the real-time control system.

• It is of extremely high probability that the replacement 

component’s timing signature will not match the original even 

though most common scheduling sequences may match in 

order to create the initial illusion that nothing has been replaced.

S0 S1 S2 S3

p V q : t1

- (p V q) : t2

p V q : t3

- (p V q) : t3 - (p V q) : t4

p V q : t5

q : t6



Implementing procedure
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• First, implement the analysis technique and extract such 

signatures.

• Then inject various changes to the code, and re-extract the 

signature, and show inequivalence.

• However, there is one problem still remains?

• The replacement code is written and compiled by the attacker, 

and hence cannot be statically analyzed from the source.

• We propose two approaches:



Methods to solve no source code issues
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• First, we might use a binary analysis tool 
such as bitblaze by UC Berkeley (Binary 
Analysis for Computer Security) to 
create an assembly version of the 
executable, and then use a
disassembler such as IDA pro, and then 
resynthesize the signature.

• Second, testing equivalence:

• In this approach, since we already know 
the timing signature, we might 
synthesize some crucial test sequences 
to test the executable, and find if we can 
disprove that the running executable is a 
replacement.

• We have to characterize the nature, 
coverage, and distinguishing power of 
such tests

Binary Analysis 
Tools (bitblaze)

Run Executable 
Code

Disassembler
(IDA pro)

Testing 
Equivalence

YesResynthesize 
the signature

Characterize 
nature, 

coverage, etc.

Replacement 
or Not

No Source 
Code Problems

No



Research Procedures
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• Implement the extraction algorithm to obtain the omega-regular 

language for timing signature of control components

• Change the source code to inject differences that would be 

needed to make the control component affect the overall SCADA 

network

• Re-extract the timing signature, and show in-equivalence against 

the original

• The timing signatures are indeed useful to detect replacements 

or at least put high probability value to the suspicion that a 

replacement has occurred.

• In addition even in the absence of the source code of the 

replacement, we can provide some test synthesis techniques to 

find distinguishable scheduling paths



Summary
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• Static analysis for timing signature to thwart code-replacement 
attacks in SCADA system.

• Statically analyze the legitimate control program at run-time

• Construct an omega-regular language based timing signature

• The proposed omega-regular language can be periodically 
checked on the running components to distinguish a replaced 
component from the original component.

• Establish the omega regular timing signature as a standard 
signature or key to be identified with all real-time control 
software components on a SCADA system.

• Demonstrate a testing methodology to check if a given 
component whose source code may not be readily available, 
and check if it conforms to the timing signature given in omega 
regular form.



Thank You!
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